
BELGIUM 2024

PINKDUCKRACE.COM

SUNDAY JUNE 16 ° starts at 3 pm 
@ MAS MUSEUM ANTWERP

BECOME A PARTNER 
AND HELP US 

FIGHT BREAST CANCER!



Thousands of Pink Ducks racing on the water!

Adopt Pink Ducks for 5 euros each 
for yourself or as a gift for someone

you care for, support Think Pink 
and win a golden duck.

1 CONCEPT 
2 GOALS IN THE FIGHT AGAINST BREAST CANCER:

REALIZE CAMPAIGNS
trough adoptions of Pink Ducks

+ CREATE AWARENESS 
(a quick diagnosis is essential)

PINKDUCKRACE.COM



WE NEED PARTNERSHIPS
TO REACH OUR GOALS

OUR PROPOSAL

2.500 euros (+ vat)
(after confirmation you will receive an invoice from Think Pink Europe)

You can become a partner via our online form at

PINKDUCKRACE.COM/PARTNERS

Package of 500 adoptions of 5 euros each,
(for your colleagues, customers, friends, or family)

including 50 free Pink Ducks (collector items)
+

personalized video
(with Pink Ducks in your company or organization)

+
social media post and logo with link on our websites

+
visibility on the day of the event (logo banner)

+
2 VIP invitations

on Sunday June 16, 2024 (from 2 pm)





Did you know that 

1 in 8 women 
will be diagnosed with 

breast cancer in her life?

It helps us to continue our campaigns to fight
breast cancer, raise awareness, and improve

 the lives of patients and their families.

YOUR SUPPORT IS VITAL

Think Pink is the national breast cancer organization and aims to
improve the lives of breast cancer patients and their families.

Think Pink has four clearly defined objectives:

to inform and to raise awareness
to defend patients' rights
to fund scientific research into breast cancer
to fund care and aftercare programmes



After the race, not a single duck 
will be left behind and will be reused 

for the next Pink Duck Race.

That’s a promise to you, 
our planet, and the ducks.

PINKDUCKRACE.COM

Would you like a customized proposal for your company,
or would you like to assist us in organizing an action 

to support and promote the Pink Duck Race? 
If so, please contact us at

info@pinkduckrace.com or +32 475 48 83 12 (KRIS)

Supporting a charity can increase engagement between 
you and your customers, and your employees. 

It can also help expand your partner network 
and improve your brand image.


